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Abstract—
Motivated by the need to deploy a public repository of multi-gigabyte
trace files, we studied the BitTorrent protocol’s ability to disseminate very
large files among peers. BitTorrent is a popular peer-to-peer protocol that
allows parallel downloads of large files. In this paper, we analyzed user
activity on BitTorrent over a four-month period with respect to supportable
file sizes, file popularity, session lengths, transfer speeds, and the likelihood
of service-interrupting flash crowds.
Our results show that file sizes tend to be on the order of gigabytes, far
larger than other peer-to-peer applications. File popularity has a distribution similar to other peer-to-peer file sharing systems. Unlike other systems, the majority of users require multiple sessions to retrieve a file, and
they are willing to remain connected to the system for a very long time.
Most users we observed appear to have asymmetric Internet connections,
and their generally poor upload performance is mitigated by their willingness to remain connected to the system and upload for an amount of time
far longer than they spent downloading. We found that service disruption
due to flash crowds is unlikely, as the vast majority of users were able to
begin contributing resources back to the system within seconds of connecting. Our results indicate that BitTorrent provides an effective foundation
for dissemination of files that are multi-gigabyte or larger, provided more
sophisticated features are added like versioning, availability, and content
management.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

EER-TO-PEER systems provide a useful mechanism for
disseminating large files to users. We are currently designing a system to disseminate very large files and data sets to the
scientific community over the Internet. Our system will be primarily used for the UMass Trace Repository. The repository,
which will be functional in late summer 2004, will house multiple terabytes of network, web, operating systems, and programming language traces. Many traces will be updated on a daily
or weekly basis, as new data is gathered. In addition, we plan
to use our system to distribute CDs and DVDs of popular open
source software, such as Linux distributions, and to disseminate
DVDs of lecture videos as part of our distance education effort.
Two existing methods are commonly used to support downloads of large files: mirror servers and content distribution networks. However, we do not expect volunteer mirror sites to be
able or desire to replicate our entire multi-terabyte repository,
nor do we have the resources to set up our own CDN or pay for
a commercial CDN service. Therefore, in this paper, we explore
a third approach: community-based, on-demand mirroring. This
method harnesses relatively small amounts of storage and network bandwidth, donated by a large number of volunteer sites,
to disseminate large amounts of data. When a user downloads
any portion of the data set, they are given an option to share
this data with other members of the scientific community. The
protocol provides an incentive whereby users that share downloaded data are allowed faster downloads of subsequent data
sets. Unlike mirror servers, not all content is replicated on all
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nodes. Further, unlike commercial CDNs, our community approach does not involve payments for providing or using this
service. Parallel TCP downloads from multiple mirrors can also
be used for better throughput.
BitTorrent is popular among Internet users for its ability to
handle large file downloads. It differs from other peer-to-peer
systems in that it is not intrinsically searchable or even unified—
to download a file or a set of files, the user must first manually
obtain a metafile. It also permits parallel TCP downloads. In
addition, since at least one study has shown that users are not
likely to contribute to a P2P system without any tangible reward,
BitTorrent specifically rewards users who contribute resources
to the system [12].
To understand the benefits and limitations of using BitTorrent as a building block for our system, we conducted a four
month measurement study of popular BitTorrent sites. This
paper presents the results of our measurement study. We analyze our results to identify performance issues. We present the
lessons learned from our study and the implications of using
such a protocol on the design of our system.
In sum, we find that (1) BitTorrent can support very large files.
The median file size in our study was over 600MB and the maximum file size was over 10GB. (2) Session lengths in BitTorrent
can last for several hours or days. We observed a mean session
length of 13 hours and a maximum session length of 35 days.
(3) BitTorrent’s ability to support parallel TCP downloads and
out-of-order downloads of chunks of a file can mitigate the effects of poor upload bandwidths at the peers. (4) The incentive
mechanisms in BitTorrent and the ability of peers to quickly start
sharing downloaded portions of large files helps dissipate the effects of flash crowds. Overall, we find that BitTorrent can be an
effective foundation for disseminating very large files, provided
it is enhanced with additional features such as content control,
versioning, and availability.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We present
the literature in the area and an overview of the BitTorrent protocol in Section II. We present our experimental methodology
in Section III. Sections IV and V present the characteristics of
files and peers seen in our measurement study. We discuss the
lessons learned and the implications of these results on system
design in Section VI. Finally, Section VII presents our conclusions and ongoing work.

II. P REVIOUS W ORK
In this section, we summarize related work, and provide an
overview of the BitTorrent protocol.
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A. Related Measurement Studies
There have been several measurement studies in recent years
on peer-to-peer networks. A measurement study of Napster and
Gnutella with respect to file popularity, file-type dominance, and
node availability was presented in [1]. More recently, traces
of open-Napster were used to evaluate the performance of the
Chord protocol under real-world conditions [2].
An analysis of Gnutella traces in terms of resource demand,
popularity of particular search terms, overlay topology, and node
latency was presented in [7]. Ripeanu and Foster [10] also examined Gnutella data, focusing on node connectivity, overlay
topology, and protocol message overhead. A trace analysis of
the network traffic from the perspective of traffic characterization and bandwidth provisioning was presented in [13].
Saroiu, et al [12] analyzed Gnutella and Napster traffic with
respect to node availability and the amount of bandwidth capacity individual peers could contribute to the system. The study
found that if there is no incentive to do otherwise, users are inclined to falsely report their connection speed. Markatos [6]
conducted a study of Gnutella protocol traffic aimed at caching
query/response traffic to reduce network load. Leibowitz et
al [5] examined Kazaa traffic to determine proportion of total
network traffic by file popularity.
None of the above efforts have specifically focused on sharing and downloading of very large files, or specifically on BitTorrent. A recent study has specifically focused on BitTorrent,
although in a somewhat different context [4]. The study is based
on the observation of a single long-running torrent of RedHat
Linux, whereas our study uses data from several thousand torrents of varying size. Though none of the torrents we observed
were as popular as the RedHat torrent in [4], the variation in
torrent size allowed us to observe differences in the behavior of
connected users relative to the size of their torrents. In addition,
we were concerned about some of its observations, in particular
the apparently low success rate for downloading a torrent. Because a major goal of our system is load distribution, our system
must ensure that the benefits gained by participating in the system and offering data to other peers outweigh the drawbacks.
Our observations were substantially different, and we speculate
about why in Section V.
Recently, there have been several efforts at constructing distributed storage and file systems from untrusted storage [9],
[11]. The goals of our work are somewhat different from these
efforts. We are interested in efficient distribution and parallel
download mechanisms for very large files, while the above efforts have focused on issues such as availability, replication, and
secrecy when using untrusted storage from volunteer sites. Similarly, unlike structured P2P systems such as Chord and CAN
[15], [8] that focus on efficient search mechanisms and efficient
content routing, we are less concerned about the ability to search
across peers, since all content is always housed in the primary
repository in our system.
B. BitTorrent Overview
BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer application that allows use of
peers’ unused upstream bandwidth to take load off a contentproviding host. Its popularity is growing rapidly—a recent study

revealed that while BitTorrent traffic was negligible in May
2003, it accounted for over 9% of the sampled traffic by October 2003 [14]. In BitTorrent, each file is split into chunks, and
peers download not only from the peer with the initial, complete
copy of the file (called a seed), but also download completed,
checksummed chunks from each other. This substantially reduces the load on the seed, when compared with old versions
of Napster, Gnutella, or KaZaA where all peers interested in a
piece of content contend for bandwidth.
Peers downloading a particular file are tracked by a tracker, a
piece of software that resolves queries and keeps track of what
IP/port pairs are downloading a particular file. In BitTorrent, the
term torrent is used to refer to a file or set of files with a common
tracker entry and hash file.
To join a torrent, a user must download a metafile containing the tracker’s URI, the file size of the torrent, the number of
chunks, and SHA-1 hashes of each chunk. The client then connects to the tracker and requests a number of IP/port pairs of
other peers. The client then opens a user-configurable number
of TCP connections to these peers. When peers connect, they
exchange information about what chunks of the file they have
available. Peers can then request chunks from each other, and
the data flows bidirectionally over the connection. If a user disconnects, she can reconnect later using the same metafile. Her
client will reconstruct the list of completed chunks from the portions of the file already downloaded before querying the tracker
for peers.
Once a chunk is completed, its SHA-1 hash is compared
with the value in the metafile. If the values match, the client
notifies each peer to which it is connected that it has completed that chunk. Thus, clients are kept constantly informed
of what chunks are available to them. As may be evident from
the above description, a file is not downloaded sequentially in
BitTorrent—each chunk of the file can be downloaded independently by a client.
There are two popular algorithms for selecting which available chunk to download. One is for a peer to simply request a
random chunk that its neighbor has. The other is for the peer
to check its neighbors and request the chunk with the fewest
copies. Once a user has the complete file, the client then drops
connections with peers who are seeds, since they no longer need
to download from each other. As long as the user keeps the
client running, it will continue to distribute chunks of the file to
other peers.
BitTorrent employs an incentive mechanism where peers prefer to send data to other peers that provide fast downloads. Each
client has a user-configurable number of peers with which it is
allowed to simultaneously exchange data. N − 1 of those slots
are reserved for peers with which the client is exchanging data
the fastest at the moment. The last slot is reserved for a random peer, called the optimistic unchoke. This gives the client
an opportunity to discover a peer potentially better than the ones
from which it is currently downloading. These slots rotate if
necessary every ten seconds, with the exception that the optimistic unchoke rotates every 30 seconds. In addition, in some
popular client implementations peers that advertise data and do
not provide it or provide it at extremely slow speeds (less than
1 kbps) are snubbed, and only limited data is exchanged with
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TABLE I
T RACE STATISTICS

Period of Study
Total sessions
Total torrents
Total observations
Largest torrent
Mean torrent size
Median torrent size
Longest session
Mean session length
Median session length

10/27/2003–1/16/2004
845,014
4,387
24,822,391
10.95 GB
760.12 MB
651.77 MB
35 days
13.25 hours
8.46 hours

them. Currently, no analogous method is used to deny transfer
to error-prone peers.
III. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODOLOGY
To conduct our measurement study, we downloaded statistics
from two popular trackers from October 27, 2003 until January
16, 2004. Each tracker continuously updates a public web page
with various statistics on its torrents and connected users. The
published statistics include user’s random unique ID (one per
user per session), the time the user had been connected to the
torrent, and the number of bytes uploaded, downloaded, and remaining. For each torrent, we also retrieved its size and unique
ID. Note that, since each peer is assigned a random ID for each
session, the specific IP addresses of peers are not known. We
downloaded the statistics page of each tracker every 30 minutes,
parsed the HTML to extract all published information, and inserted this data into a relational database.
Table I summarizes the traces resulting from this measurement effort. As shown, our traces contain a total of 845,014
sessions observed across 4,387 individual torrents. Users invested a total of 800 session-years transferring data in sessions
as long as a month. Torrents ranged in size from a few kilobytes
to nearly 11 gigabytes. In total, more than three terabytes of data
was available through these BitTorrent systems over the course
of the study.
IV. T ORRENT C HARACTERISTICS
A. Supportable file sizes
Very large files are supportable under BitTorrent.
Figure 1 reveals that BitTorrent downloads have a wide range
in size. The largest torrent we observed was approximately 11
GB, with around 2% of all torrents at or above DVD-R capacity
(4.38 GB). Only a very few, about 4%, were under 10 MB, a reasonable cap for common music files exchanged on many other
peer-to-peer systems (A 5-minute song encoded at a constant
192 kbps is 7.2 MB).
B. Torrent popularity
Torrent popularity does not fit a Web model.
Figure 2 shows that the popularity of all torrents observed
does not fit a common model (Zipf/power law). Had the data
distribution been Zipf, the plot would have been linear on a loglog scale. Our previous studies have shown that requests for

files are non-Zipf in P2P file sharing systems [1], and this was
also seen by Gummadi et al. [3]. Our findings agree, showing a
similar shape in a log-log plot of popularity vs. rank.
C. Scaling
The transfer rate scales well with the number of peers.
The primary argument for using BitTorrent is that it scales
better than single-source downloads (e.g. from a non-clustered
webserver). Figure 3 is an example of the correlation between
connected users and aggregate bytes transferred. The existence
of this correlation (around 90%) indicates that BitTorrent’s performance does not degrade with an increased number of users
connected to the system.
V. P EER C HARACTERISTICS
A. Sessions
Most clients do not complete a download in one session.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the percentage of a torrent peers
bring to a new session, as well as how much of the torrent departing peers have when they leave. Note that only around 20%
of new peers had not connected at all before. Around 15% of
new peers had the complete torrent already, meaning they either
acted as the initial seed or reconnected later to help their peers
finish their downloads.
This shows that around two-thirds of sessions are returning
peers: they received some data, disconnected, and then joined
again under a new ID. Our study shows, as expected, that larger
torrents require more sessions per user to download than smaller
ones. For the approximately 5% of torrents in the region above 4
GB, the ratio of sessions during which a download has finished
to all sessions is around 0.31. For torrents in the range between 1
GB and 4 GB, this ratio climbs to 0.34. For the smallest range of
torrents we examined (0 to 200 MB) the ratio is approximately
0.55. Note that these ratios only count sessions during which
a peer became a seed, and not sessions during which the peer
joined as a seed. This is in contrast to Figure 4(b), which includes seed sessions.
In [4], individual sessions could be correlated because IP logs
were available. In that study, only 19% of sessions were part
of a transfer that eventually completed. Even the total of observed single-session downloads, multi-session downloads, and
seed sessions was only 24% of the total. In contrast, Figure 4(b)
shows that fully 50% of peers who left a torrent in our sample exited with the complete file, and this is without being able
to discard sessions that would later resume and complete. We
speculate that the sizable difference in observed behavior is due
to the content of the torrents. If a user is dissatisfied with her
performance while torrenting a Linux ISO, she can simply cancel the transfer and download it from a more reliable FTP or
HTTP source. Most of the content in the torrents we observed
was individual users distributing generally unavailable content
in a way that distributed load, so there was no alternative distribution method on which a dissatisfied user could fall back.
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B. Session lengths
Sessions can last hours or days.
Since we have determined that users require multiple sessions
to download most files, we can examine more closely the number of sessions they are likely to require. Figure 5 shows the proportion of the torrent retrieved in individual sessions, grouped
by sizes of torrents. We see that fewer users tend to acquire the
torrent in a single session for larger torrents, possibly suggesting a limit on how many bytes users are willing to transfer per
session. (Figure 4(c) shows the same data, but in aggregate.)
Overall, less than 10% of users obtained all of the data for their
particular torrent during a single session. Figure 6 shows a similar graph, but is in terms of the ratio of bytes downloaded to
torrent size. The discrepancy between the two data sets is explained by errors experienced during transfer. From this graph
we can be certain that at least 4% of sessions experienced errors
during a download, though the figure is almost certainly higher
than that.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of amounts downloaded during single sessions in megabytes. More than 90% of the sessions
we observed downloaded less than a gigabyte during the time
they were connected.
A previous study of more conventional peer-to-peer systems

such as Kazaa and Gnutella observed great patience on the part
of users downloading content [3]. BitTorrent users have similar
patience. Though we cannot map multiple individual sessions
into a single download, we have observed individual sessions
lasting as long as a month. 25% of sessions last for more than
a day. Figure 8 shows the distribution of users’ session lengths
in hours. Interestingly, several of the longest-running sessions
were spent unsuccessfully waiting for a seed to provide data.
Although the protocol allows users to report their connection
time, some peers report extremely inconsistent data. We have
been unable to determine whether or not this is a bug in some
client implementations, but that is likely as peers have no incentive to lie about their statistics. Therefore, this graph is based
on the amount of time for which the tracker kept a user’s listing
alive, rather than the user’s reported connection time.
C. Asymmetric connections
Many clients’ connections are asymmetric.
The typical user’s home broadband connection is likely asymmetric. The data in Figure 9 appears to support this, with average upload speeds being noticably lower than download speeds.
This not only implies asymmetry in connections but also that
users spend more time uploading data than downloading it. This
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implication is confirmed in Figure 10—users contributed almost
double the amount of total upload time in the system as download time. Note that upload time is defined here as the total time
a user is connected to the system, while download time only includes the amount of time spent waiting for a download to finish.
As we will see in the next section, it is reasonable to assume that
upload time and connected time are equivalent.

D. Flash crowds
New content can result in a flash crowd but its effects are dissipated quickly by peers that share downloaded portions of the
torrent within seconds.
Figures 11(a)–11(c) show the rate of new connections to the
torrent for the most popular torrent on four randomly selected
dates in the sample period. The lighter part of the graph displays
the number of new connections observed during the snapshot,
while the darker part is the total of those connections with returning sessions (new IDs with partially complete content). We
see that activity is generally highest toward the beginning of the
torrent, and tapers off with time. We also observed that torrents
do not tend to choke themselves while waiting for new peers to
begin offsetting load—96% of all sessions were able to begin
contributing back to the system in less than a minute, and 90%
in less than 15 seconds.
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Fig. 10. Users spend twice as much time uploading
as they spend downloading. (cumulative)

VI. I MPLICATIONS OF O UR R ESULTS AND L ESSONS
L EARNED
In general, our measurement study shows that BitTorrent can
be an good starting point for our system based on the several factors. First, we find that BitTorrent can successfully serve very
large files to its users. Our study showed that a non-trivial fraction of files are hundreds of megabytes or gigabytes in size. Second, the ability to parallelize download of a file and the ability
to download chunks of a file out of sequence leads to good performance and dissipates load across peers. It is also effective at
dissipating hot spots since downloading peers can quickly start
sharing downloaded chunks and take on some of the load from
the primary seed (thus, a peer need not wait until the entire file is
donwloaded before sharing it with others). Third, the incentive
mechanisms in BitTorrent are effective at encouraging content
sharing—an important issue for our community-based mirroring
approach to suceed. Last, we find that many users are willing to
spend several hours and multiple sessions in order to download
very large files. This is especially encouraging, since a community approach for disseminating large files cannot assume any
single peer will contribute a large amount of bandwidth to the
system.
However, BitTorrent lacks many features that are necessary
in our system.
• Content control: One important issue in managing a large
trace repository is content control. We would like the ability
to assign version numbers to data sets as well as the ability to
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replace an old or erroneous data set with a new file. Thus, it is
important to prevent peers from sharing an old file that has been
replaced by a new version. We plan to extend the protocol to
add such content control features.
• Reliable mirrors: The architecture of our repository will include a small set of tightly-coupled sites that mirror content
from the main repository. Each (reliable) mirror then shares its
data sets with (less reliable) peers. Since the main repository
can be a single point of failure, such a hybrid architecture ensures greater availability of the data. BitTorrent will need to be
enhanced to account for such a two tier hierarchy; for example,
to enable proactive replication across the mirrors as opposed to
on-demand replication at peers.
• Transparent failover: We plan to enhance BitTorrent to automate the process of resuming failed sessions. This will reduce
the amount of manual intervention necessary for downloading
large files over long sessions.
• Searching: Although BitTorrent is not inherently searchable,
in our system, all files are always available on the primary
repository and its mirrors. Consequently, a simple, contentside search engine to index data sets based on content and userprovided keywords should suffice for our purpose.
Finally, we note it is unlikely we will gather stable partnering
mirror sites if they have to assist in all downloads. We plan
to extend the BitTorrent clients run at mirror sites to appear as
seeds only if another seed does not current exist in the system.
Similarly, stable mirror sites could offer only chunks currently
unavailable from downloading peers. This way, mirrors ensure
availability of files, but provide bandwidth only when necessary.

first set of traces disseminated on our trace repository. Over the
next year, traces of network packet headers, measurement data
from a 802.11b network, disk I/O traces, web traces and memory
behavior of Java programs will also be made available.
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